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A Chair That’s a Cut Above
I’m a big fan of wool, as anyone who has ever heard me speak will
tell you. Wool rocks. It’s renewable, anti-static, resilient, dust mite
resistant, won’t go up in a fire ball if exposed to flame (no need for
fire retardant), and at the end of it’s usefulness will go back quietly
to that good earth from which it came.
So you can imagine how excited I was to see that Mickus Projects
(http://www.mickusprojects.com/#ss1) has created a chair using
only wool and steel.

(http://www.mickusprojects.com/#)
Created using digital fabrication techniques, from thick sheets of
industrial wool felt, the Relief Chair
(http://www.mickusprojects.com/#ss2_sp1) is built up layer upon
layer. The precision cut pieces of felt are adhered to the steel frame
using non-toxic, water based adhesives. Once completed, any scrap
material remaining is reused for other Mickus Projects pieces, such
as the Refill Pillow (http://www.mickusprojects.com/#ss2_sp3) .
By using thick wool felt, Mickus was able to avoid using upholstery
foam, which is saturated in fire retardant and cannot biodegrade.
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Add to that the recyclable steel frame and you have a chair with
some serious sustainable creed!
Available online from Branch.
(http://www.branchhome.com/index.php?
main_page=product_info&cPath=2&products_id=517)
This entry was written by rachelh and posted on December 8, 2009 at 2:10 pm
and filed under Furniture, Products. Bookmark the permalink. Follow any
comments here with the RSS feed for this post.
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Sustainable Design
The interioRevolution is a design blog devoted exclusively to
sustainable interior design. Through product reviews, guest
blogs by experts in their fields, special features and spirited
discussion, the interioRevolution provides new knowledge and
expands the dialogue on sustainable interior design.
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◦ Artisan Profile – Janet Thomas of Lark Textile Design
◦ Landfill Is Benched – SAGE in Design
◦ Forging Ahead – Bill More
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Friday Wrap-up – 5/21/10
Dyeing for a Drink of Water – Air Dye
Formspring, Questions, and Me
Design on a “Dime” – Splinterworks
Artisan Profile – Bronwyn Simons of Terra Home

Recent Comments
◦ Karen Kelsky: Loved this post. I love the rebirth of washi
into sophistic...
◦ Kathy Stevens: Oh, I love that kitchen rug! Wish I could
afford it!...
◦ Erin: Thank you very much for such a flattering and wellwritten p...
◦ Kathy Stevens: I love these designs! Only two things
stand between them and...
◦ Sandra: That is so cool. I'll be on the lookout for some old
crates...
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